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Photoemission above the Fermi Level: The Top of the Minorityd Band in Nickel
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(Received 2 July 1997)

The magnetic phase transition in nickel metal has been studied with high resolution photoemission
spectroscopy. A monochromatized high intensity HeIa photon source provides access to the dispersion
of thermally populated states up to5kBT abovethe Fermi level. On Ni(111) the coalescence of the par-
tially occupied minorityd band and the occupied majorityd band is observed in raising the temperature
above the Curie point. Close to a fast dispersingsp band anomalously high intensity from the minority
d band is found. This is a clue thatsp-d fluctuations at the Fermi level are a driving force in the
magnetic phase transition. [S0031-9007(97)04631-0]

PACS numbers: 75.25.+z, 71.18.+y, 75.10.Lp, 79.60.Bm
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Nickel metal is a prototypical itinerant ferromagnet
Over the years, many experimental signatures of t
ferromagnetic-to-paramagnetic phase transition have
cumulated, which have proven difficult to be describe
by one consistent theory [1]: Neutron scattering expe
ments find local moments and spin waves above the Cu
temperature (Tc) [2]. Angle-resolved photoemission and
inverse photoemission (IPE) emphasize the itinerant n
ture of the electronic states and see a Stoner-like collap
of the exchange splittingDeex [3,4], with the exception
of two spin-polarized photoemission studies involving th
resonant excitation of core holes in the valence phot
emission process. These experiments give evidence
persisting local moments in the paramagnetic state [5,6

Theories combining local and itinerant aspects includ
local-band theories [1,7–9] involving considerable shor
range magnetic order aboveTc and a recent generalized
Hubbard model which produces the full temperature d
pendence of the quasiparticle band structure [10]. Sp
cific signatures of these theories have been looked
in recent photoemission experiments. A spin- and ang
resolved photoemission study, looking at the details of t
spin-dependent band structure, found locations in$k space
where the separationDeex of spin-pairs of bands remains
temperature independent, while at other locations a c
lapse was observed whenTc was approached from below
[11]. Likewise, in a Fermi surface mapping experimen
using high-resolution spin-integrated angle-resolved ph
toemission, large portions of the Fermi surface reflected
collapsing exchange splitting, while some parts appear
to remain stationary with temperature [12].

In this paper we address this issue specifically by loo
ing more closely at those regions in$k space where the
minority d band crosses the Fermi level (eF). Any
temperature-dependent shift of this band is related to
change in the minority spin occupation numbernd# , and
thus the magnetically active part of the band structure
measured. For this purpose we have extended the ene
range covered by angle-resolved photoemission to sligh
aboveeF such as to follow the dispersion of the thermall
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excited top of the minorityd band. This procedure,
which is described in the next paragraph, enables us
monitor the temperature dependence of a complete sp
pair of a magneticd band in one single experiment rathe
than by combining information from direct and invers
photoemission data.

Near the Fermi energy, the measurement of electro
states by photoemission is compromised by the change
occupation numbers associated with the Fermi-Dirac (F
distribution function. Except for a few studies [13,14
the extremely rapid falloff of the FD function has so
far discouraged people from trying to recover spectr
features in the tail of thermally excited electrons. I
order to detect significant spectral contributions in th
interesting energy range, two conditions must be m
(i) A clean and highly intensive photon source mu
provide low background intensities aboveeF , and (ii) the
experimental energy resolution must be at least of t
order of the temperature broadening.

We have met these conditions in an improved e
perimental setup which is based on a VG ESCALA
220 spectrometer with an ultimate energy resolution
20 meV and an angular resolution below 1±. The sample
goniometer permitting high precision control of pola
and azimuthal angles has been described elsewhere [
For excitation we use a microwave-driven high flu
He discharge lamp in combination with a toroidal gra
ing monochromator (Gammadata Burklint AB, Sweden
The monochromatized light intensity on the sample
5 3 1012 photonsysec for HeIa radiation (21.2 eV) on
a 3 mm spot. Higher energy He radiation is suppress
from 11% in zero order diffraction by more than a facto
of 50 in first order. The photon flux is very stable over
long period of time, which is crucial for the type of dat
sets described below where spectra measured over a se
of polar angles are normalized energy channel by ene
channel.

In Fig. 1 we present spectra measured on a polycr
talline Ag sample, using zero order and first order HeIa

radiation. The logarithmic representation (lower pane
© 1997 The American Physical Society 4465
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FIG. 1. Photoemission spectra taken near the Fermi le
from polycrystalline Ag at 300 K. The analyzer energ
resolution was 35 meV, and unmonochromatized (zero ord
and monochromatized (1st order) HeIa radiation was used for
excitation. In the lower panel a logarithmic intensity scale h
been chosen for the same data.

illustrates that, for monochromatized HeIa excitation, the
Boltzmann tail of the FD function is drowned by the back
ground intensity at5kBT above the Fermi energy. Inside
this extra range meaningful information can still be ex
tracted from our photoemission data.

An important consistency check for the validity of ob
served features aboveeF is furthermore provided by the
following procedure: Our highly accurate and automate
mode of collecting photoemission data both as a fun
tion of energy and emission angle [16] produces tw
dimensional data sets of the kind shown in Fig. 2. Ener
distribution curves (EDCs) have been measured from
clean Ni(111) surface, covering binding energies from –2
to 11.6 eV and a contiguous range of polar angles alon
a particular sample azimuth (see below). In Fig. 2(a), ra
intensity data are displayed in a linear gray scale, exhib
ing the sharp FD cutoff. In Fig. 2(b), the data have be
normalized such as to produce maximum angular contr
along each horizontal line, i.e., for each energy the min
mum intensity is assigned black and the maximum inte
sity white. For energies aboveeF , well-defined structures
become visible in the normalized data. The upper invert
parabolic band neareF now exhibits its apex near 40± polar
angle. Further replicas of these parabolas appear at hig
energies due to remnant satellite lines in the photon sp
trum (C III and He Ib).

The data of Fig. 2 represent a polar scan of EDCs
the (111) surface of Ni along the azimuth which is 67± off
4466
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FIG. 2. Angle-scanned EDCs from Ni(111) measured with H
Ia radiation. In (a) the raw data are shown, while in (b) th
data have been normalized for maximal angular contrast. T
linear gray scale ranges from black at minimum intensity t
white at maximum intensity.

the [110] direction and 23± off [112]. We have selected
this particular region in$k space because this is where th
magneticd band crosses the Fermi level. In relation to
the Fermi surface contours measured by Aebiet al. [see
Fig. 1(a) of Ref. [12] ], our polar scan represents a sectio
containing the featuresA andB [12]. In Figs. 3(b), 3(c),
and 3(d) we show the temperature dependence of the
photoemission data neareF measured from the surface
normal to 72± off normal. Differing from the procedure
applied in Fig. 2(b), the data have here been normaliz
by the FD function convoluted with the experimenta
resolution [17] (cf. the Figure caption), and then plotte
in a linear gray scale.

In the room temperature data [Fig. 3(b)] we can clear
resolve two inverted parabolic bands with their apexe
located at 40±. Band structure calculations using the spin
polarized Layer-Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (LKKR) [18]
formalism have been performed for the same region in$k
space [Fig. 3(a)]. The agreement between the calcula
bands and the band features in Fig. 3(b) is remarkab
except for a renormalization of the energy scale due
self-energy effects in the photohole state. The upp
parabola can be identified with the top of the minorit
d band while the lower one represents the fully occupie
majority twin [19].

From the normalized data near the apex positio
[Figs. 3(b) and Fig. 4], a value of280 6 20 meV for the
exchange splitting at room temperature can be extracte
which is in beautiful agreement with a recent inverse ph
toemission study along theZ line [3]. Using a maximum-
entropy regularization to deconvolute the spin-polarize
IPE spectra, spin-dependent quasiparticle spectral den
ties were obtained, indicating an extrapolated groundsta
exchange splitting of280 6 50 meV [3]. Notice that we
have extracted the room temperature value, which is a
ready close to saturation, essentially from the raw data.
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FIG. 3. (a) Spin-polarized LKKR calculation covering the section in$k space of our measurements. Majority spin bands are giv
in gray, minority bands in black. (b)–(d): HeIa excited polar-angle scanned EDCs taken from Ni(111) along the azimuth w
is 67± off the [110] direction and 23± off [112], measured at three different temperatures: (b)0.47Tc, (c) 0.80Tc, and (d)1.21Tc.
All spectra have been normalized by a Fermi-Dirac distribution function which rides on a small constant background in o
avoid zero divisions. The linear gray scale ranges from minimum (black) to maximum (white) intensity.
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Figures 3(c) and 3(d) present data measured alo
the same$k space sections for temperatures of0.80Tc

and 1.21Tc, respectively. The collapse of the exchang
splitting between thed" andd# bands is evident. Above
Tc the two parabolas have coalesced very close toeF

and with now one common apex atu  40±. These data
thus confirm the Stoner-type behavior of the magneticd
band as has been inferred from the spin-polarized IP
data [3]. The presence of clearly dispersing bands in t
elevated-temperature data indicate that the influence d
to phonon-assisted nondirect transitions [20] is weak.

The LKKR calculation produces another pair of band
sp# and sp", which both cross the Fermi energy a
nearly the same position as the minorityd# band near

FIG. 4. EDCs extracted from the normalized data o
Fig. 3(b)–3(d) at the apex of thed bands (u  40±). Spin
labels are indicated by the arrows. The curves are drawn w
intensity offsets.
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u  28±. These bands are clearly resolved at high te
peratures. In these data the measuring range is expan
from 5kT  130 meV (RT) to 220 meV (0.80Tc) and
330 meV (1.21Tc). The combination of the increased
thermal population of excited states and the shift of t
minority d band towardseF leads to a situation where the
sp bands are clearly exposed and appear as a very
dispersing feature crossing the Fermi level nearu  30±.
Because of the close spacing between thesp# and sp"

bands in this$k region [Fig. 3(a)] we cannot resolve the
individual components. The dispersion is too fast for o
serving the exchange splitting in a spin-integrated expe
ment: The slope of the measured feature is 125 meV
degree, and a value ofDeex  200 meV for thesp band
[16] would reflect itself in an angular separation of 1.6±

which is less than the width of the observed feature. Th
pair of sp bands thus appears stationary with temperatu
even for a Stoner-type collapse ofDeex. Since the exam-
ined location in $k space is equivalent to that of the sta
tionary Fermi-surface contours on Ni(110) [12], we hav
found a natural explanation for this observation which
fully consistent with the Stoner picture.

Figure 4 shows EDCs extracted from the Fermi-Dira
normalized data of Figs. 3(b)–3(d) at the apex of thed
bands. The enhanced intensity from the minorityd band
relative to the majorityd band belowTc is most striking.
This is not an artifact of the normalization procedure, a
we obtain quantitatively the same results by normalizi
the energy spectra with the average intensity on each p
scan. The intensity difference is unlikely to be caused
matrix element effects because of the close proximity
the bands in energy and in$k space. A spin-dependen
matrix element effect is ruled out by our experiment
setup, since the average sample magnetization is z
and weakly linearly polarized light is used. We therefo
interpret the high intensity of the emission from th
minority d band to be caused by the interaction with th
nearbysp band (see below).
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Thus the data sets of Figs. 3 and 4 provide tw
significant new aspects concerning the magnetic pha
transition in Ni:

(1) We have identified a region in$k space where the
minority d band and the twosp bands cross the Fermi
level at the same$k and with nearly the same group
velocity. The existence of such a configuration has im
portant implications for the single-particle excitation spec
trum. The Stoner gap, normally associated with spin-fl
transitionsd" ! d#, may here be reduced to zero, becaus
transitions of the typesp# ! d# can be strong. In this sce-
nario, thesp band acts as a minority-spin electron rese
voir, permitting d# states to be filled before thed" band
starts being depopulated upon raising the temperature. T
related reduction of the average magnetic moment, a
thus ofDeex supplies the positive feedback which drive
the phase transition. The high intensity found for the m
nority d band apex at0.8Tc (Fig. 4, 507 K) supports this
scenario: The interplay between the strongsp# ! d# scat-
tering and the decreasing exchange splitting might pum
more electrons into thed# apex than one would have from
the FD-type thermal population of a stationary band stru
ture [21].

(2) A further indication that we have located the mag
netically active region which drives the phase transition
that, aboveTc, the top of the coalescedd band is found to
lie precisely at the Fermi level [Fig. 4(d)]. This mean
that for this $k vector the creation of a spin flip costs
no energy. Fluctuating local moments and spin wave
in the paramagnetic phase are thus fully consistent w
our measurements. Indeed, the anomalously large wid
observed for the normalized spectrum aboveTc (Fig. 4)
might be a consequence of these fluctuations [22].

In summary, the data of Fig. 3 represent a particular
striking demonstration of the enhanced sensitivity to ban
dispersion near and aboveeF of this new photoemission
mode. The occupied top of the majorityd band and the
unoccupied top of its minority twin can be monitored in
one single spectrum with high-resolution photoemissio
and their behavior can thus be studied as a function
temperature in unprecedented detail. As a result, w
find that the previous observation of stationary feature
on the Fermi surface [12], which we fully reproduce
can be well explained by the presence ofsp bands with
high group velocities, and that the temperature behavi
of all observed bands is of the Stoner type. We a
convinced that this coincidence ofsp and d electrons at
the same location on the Fermi surface is highly importa
for driving the magnetic phase transition and we hav
observed similar situations in other regions of$k space.
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